We consider some classes of stationary, c o u n ting measure valued Markov p r ocesses and their companions under time reversal. Examples arise in the L evy Itô decomposition of stable Ornstein Uhlenbeck processes, the large time asymptotics of the standard additive coalescent, and extreme value theory. These processes share the common feature that points in the support of the evolving counting measure are born or die randomly, but each p o i n t f o l l o ws a deterministic ow during its life time.
Introduction
For 0 2, let S u u0 be a real-valued -stable L evy process with S 0 = 0 . A s s h o wn by Breiman 1968 , the process X t t2R de ned by X t := e ,t= S e t i s a t wo-sided stationary Markov process, called an -stable Ornstein-Uhlenbeck OU process. F or = 2 and S a standard Brownian motion, X is the usual Gaussian OU process. The OU process derived from a symmetric -stable L evy process for 0 2 was studied and characterised by Adler et al. 1990 . Recently, in connection with the asymptotic distribution of the maximum of normalised sums of i.i.d. random variables in the domain of attraction of a stable law, Bertoin 1997 studied features of the OU process derived from an -stable subordinator for 0 1. In this case S is a positive increasing process, while X is a strictly positive process with paths of locally bounded variation and only positive jumps. For the subordinator S there is the well known L evy- where S v = S v , S v, and fv;S v : v 0; S v 0g is the random set of points of a Poisson point process PPP on 0; 1 0; 1 w i t h a n i n tensity measure c d v s , +1 ds for some constant c 0. Since X w = e ,w= S e w the change of variables w;x = log v;v ,1= s; v;s = e w ; e w= x transforms 1 into X t = X wt e ,t,w= X w 2 where fw;X w : w 2 R; X w 0g is the set of points of a PPP on R 0; 1 with an intensity measure c d w x , +1 dx that is the push forward of c d v s , +1 ds by t h e c hange of variables. The representation 2 of the positive -stable OU process X admits several possible interpretations. For instance, X might be regarded as a shot-noise process, or as a storage process Brockwell et al. 1982 . Here we i n terpet X t as the total mass at time t of an in nite system of masses in a stochastic equilibrium. Each p o i n t w;X w represents a mass of magnitude X w entering the system at time w; once it has entered, each mass is subject to deterministic exponential decay a t r a t e 1 = per unit time. Let X t be the simple point process on 0; 1 w h i c h describes the distribution of masses present at time t. So X t has a point e ,t,w= X w for each w t with X w 0. Then X t t2R is a stationary, time homogeneous, Markov process. For each t 2 R the point process X t is a PPP whose intensity measure is the -stable L evy measure cx , +1 dx, and X t = R 1 0 xX t dx is the sum of all masses present a t t i m e t.
LetX t := X ,t, , t 2 R, be the time reversal of X t t2R . Then X t t2R is also a stationary, time homogeneous, Markov process. For each t 2 R the point processX t is a PPP with intensity measure cx , +1 dx. P oints in the evolving support die at rate 1, up to its death time each point undergoes exponential increase at rate 1= , and points behave independently.
The counting measure valued processes X := X t t2R andX := X t t2R are a typical example of the general class of time reverse pairs of stationary measure valued Markov processes which is the subject of this paper.
Our interest in such processes arose from study of another sort of measure valued process describing the evolution of a system of masses subject to coalescent collisions.
Let S denote the ranked in nite simplex, that is, the set of all probability measures x 1 ; x 2 ; : : : on the positive i n tegers such t h a t x 1 x 2 : : : . Regard an element o f S as a fragmentation of a unit mass into clusters of masses x i . T h e ranked additive coalescent X t t0 is the S -valued Markov process in which e a c h pair of mass clusters fx i ; x j g merges to form of cluster of mass x i +x j at rate x i +x j , and after such a merger the masses are relabelled so that they are again in ranked order. See Evans and Pitman 1997 for details of the construction of such M a r k ov processes, and references to their application to physical and chemical processes of coagulation, condensation and polymerisation. As shown in Pitman 1996 and Aldous and Pitman 1997 the additive coalescent arises from the evolution of tree components in a random graph process, and has asymptotic properties related to the 1 2 ,stable subordinator and to Aldous Further examples of the class of processes considered in this paper can be derived from functional forms of classical limit theorems in extreme value theory, as presented in Resnick 1987 . We thank David Aldous for pointing out this connection to us. To illustrate, let k 1 k=1 be i.i.d. exponentially distributed random variables with common mean 1. De ne a counting measure V t , t 0, by placing a unit mass at each o f t h e points be t c ,t for 1 k b e t c. A s s ! 1 the process V s+t t0 converges in distribution to a stationary, measure valued, time homogeneous Markov process W t t0 with the following description. The marginal distribution of W t is that of a PPP on R with intensity measure e ,x dx. As time evolves, points appear in space and time according to a PPP with intensity e ,x dx dt, x 2 R, t 0, and after they are born points move with constant v elocity ,1. Similar results hold for sequences of i.i.d. random variables in the domain of attraction of the other classical extreme value limit distributions. In particular, the process X derived earlier from the positive -stable OU process could be obtained this way.
De ne a ow ' t t2R on 0; 1 b y ' t v : = ve t= . I t i s a p p a r e n t that the reason the processes X andX and Y 1 are stationary is that for each t 2 R the push forward of the measure cv , +1 dv by the map ' t is the measure e t cv , +1 dv. Similarly, i f w e de ne a ow t t2R on R by t x : = x+t, then the push forward of the measure e ,x dx by the map t is the measure e t e ,x dx, and this is what leads to the stationarity o f W.
We observe in Section 3 that any similarly related measure and ow on an arbitrary measurable space give rise to a stationary, measure valued, time homogeneous, Markov processes with structure similar to that of X,X, Y 1 and W.
What is not so obvious is that if we x a n i n teger n and let Y n t be the measure that assigns unit mass to each of the n largest points of Y 1 t , t h e n Y n := Y n t t0 is itself a stationary, measure valued, time homogeneous, Markov process with a simple, explicit description in the framework of jumping Markov processes introduced by Jacod and Skorokhod 1996, following the study of piecewise deterministic Markov processes by D a vis 1984. We prove this fact in Section 6 and generalise it to similarly constructed processes for other suitably related pairs of measures and ows on arbitrary measurable spaces. In Section 7 we show that the time reversalŶ n := Ŷ n t t0 of Y n and its generalisations are also jumping Markov processes with simple, explicit descriptions. iii up to its death time, each atom follows the deterministic ow ', iv atoms behave independently.
Consider the following construction. Call an integer-valued, -nite measure with atoms of mass 1 a simple point measure SPM. Given a SPM z on E R + with the property that A 7 ! zA 0; s is a SPM on E for each s 2 R + , de ne for each t 2 R another SPM t z o n E by t zA = z' ,t A 0; e ,t :
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Now l e t denote Lebesgue measure on R + . Suppose that Z is a PPP on E R + with intensity de ned on some complete probability space ; F; P. The process t Z, t 0, has the properties listed above. Because of its status as generalisation of the process in Section 1, we will denote t Z a s Y 1 t , t 0.
4 Construction of the nite particle system
Now that we h a ve generalised the process Y 1 , w e will generalise the construction of the process Y n from Section 1. where we adopt the conventions inf R = ,1 and inf ; = 1. Note that ' t n x = n ' t x for all t 2 R and all positive i n tegers n. The pushed forward processỸ n t := Y n t , t 0, is de ned in the same manner as Y n but with the de ning ingredients E;' t t2R ; L ; replaced by E; ' t t2R ;L;, wherẽ E = R L, ' t s; v = s , t; v,L = , 1 ; 0 L, andds; dv = L e s ds dv for a certain probability measure on L that is concentrated on K0n S t 0 Kt. We will call such a special case of the general construction a canonical case. Any instance of the general construction is just an instance of a canonical case in disguise.
6 Markov p r o p e r t y of the nite particle system We w ant t o s h o w that Y n t t0 and later its time-reversal is a time homogeneous, strong Markov process. This will be a consequence of corresponding properties of the PPP Z.
To state these properties, let F t , t 2 R, b e t h e s u b --eld of F generated by the random variables ZA Kt R + , A 2 E B R + , and let F t := F t+ _ N , where N is the sub--eld of F generated by t h e P-null sets. Similarly, l e t G s , s 2 R + be the sub--eld of F generated by the random variables ZA E 0; s , A 2 E B R + , and let G s := G s+ _ N .
Lemma 7 i Suppose that T is a R-valued stopping time for the ltration F t t2R . Then Z KT R + is conditionally independent of F T given T, and the 9 conditional distribution of Z KT R + given T = t is the distribution of Z Kt R + .
ii Suppose that S is a R + -valued stopping time for the ltration G s s2R+ . Then Z E S; 1 is conditionally independent of G S given S, and the conditional distribution of Z E S; 1 given S = s is the distribution of Z E s; 1 .
Proof. ii The proof is similar.
We also need the following result, which i s e l e m e n tary and well known.
Lemma 8 Suppose that R 1 ; : : :; R n are i.i.d. uniform random variables on 0; a for some a. Then the random variable ,log W n i=1 R i , log a is exponentially distributed with mean 1=n, and the conditional distribution of the random measure and xE = n: Equip M n with the -eld M n generated by the maps x 7 ! xB, B 2 E . It is clear from considering the canonical case that by modifying Z on a P-null set we can ensure that Y n t 2 M n for all t 0. Then the map t; ! 7 ! Y n t ! from R + i n to M n is BR + F nM n -measurable.
The structure of Y n is quite simple. Fix n and put where the kernelĜ n is de ned as follows. Given x 2 M n , l e t v be the unique atom of x such that v = 2 Ku f o r a n y u n x. Let V n be an E-valued random variable with distribution n x= n x. ThenĜ n x; is the distribution of x , v + Vn .
It is clear thatŶ n is for each n a time homogeneous, strong Markov process with a corresponding collection of laws P n;x x2Mn and transition semigroup P n t t0 de ned as follows. On the same probability space that Z is de ned, de ne an independent collection R 1 ; : : :; R n of i.i.d. random variables uniformly distributed on 0; 1 . Consider x 2 M n with points fv 1 ; : : :; v n g. PutZ n;x := Z n x 1; 1 . SetẐ n;x = P n i=1 v i ;R i +Z n;x . a n d X n;x t := n t Ẑ n;x . ThenP n;x is the distribution of the M n -valued processX n;x andP n t x; is the distribution of the M n -valued r.v.X n;x t . 13
For each n the collection P n;x x2Mn is the collection of laws of a quasi Hunt jumping Markov process with local characteristics f n ; ^n ;x x2Mn ;, n de ned as follows. The deterministic evolutionf n is the ow o n M n obtained by pushing forward using the oŵ ' on E. The cumulative jump rate^n ;x t i s n x R t 0 e s ds, and the jump kernel, n isĜ n .
Ergodic behaviour
Theorem 10 For each n = 1 ; 2; : : :the common distribution of Y n 0 andŶ n 0 is the unique stationary distribution for each of the semigroups P n t t0 and P n By the coupling inequality cf. Section V.54 Rogers and Williams 1987, this in turn will follow i f w e can show that there is a P-a.s. nite random time S such t h a t X n;x t = X n;y t for all t S. F rom the construction of X n;x and X n;y we see that it su ces to take S = i n f ft 0 : Z n;x + Z n;y K n x _ n y 0; e ,t = 0g
, log R i _ infft 0 : ZK n x _ n ynK n x^ n y 0; e ,t = 0g:
A similar coupling argument w orks for P n t t0 . Choose u such t h a t xKu = 0 and yKu = 0. From the construction ofX n;x andX n;y , w e see that it su ces to take a s the coupling time S = i n f ft 0 : ZKu 1; e t = ng: 14
